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The electronic structures of Lindqvist type functionalized polyoxometalates (POM) ([Mo6O18R]n- R ) O,
NO, NAr, NNAr, NNAr2; n ) 2, 3) have been investigated using density functional methods. We discuss the
role of the replacement of terminal oxo ligands byπ-donor/acceptor multiple-bonded nitrogenous ligands on
the basis of geometrical parameters, charge analyses, reactivity indexes, and vibrational spectra. The calculated
reactivity indexes (chemical potential, electronegativity, hardness, and electrophilicity) indicate that the most
reactive functionalized POMs are those substituted byπ-acceptor ligands. Theseπ-acceptor ligands induce
a decrease in the hardness and an increase in the chemical potential and electrophilicity, thus increasing the
reactivity. Our calculations are in reasonable agreement with reported experimental data.

I. Introduction

Early transition-metal oxygen cluster anions, or polyoxo-
metalates (POMs), have been widely studied1,2 because of their
unusual structure3,4 and their technological applications5-6 with
respect to their electrochemical,7-9 magnetic,10 antiviral,11,12

antimicrobial,12 and antitumor11,12properties. Their further use
in catalysis, oxidation, and acidic processes has been also
documented.7,9,13We think that the functionalization by various
ligands may provide a way in which these properties can be
tuned and modulated. In particular, we are interested in studying
the modification of POM oxygen surfaces by the replacement
of terminal oxo ligands by multiple-bonded nitrogenous ligands,
such as nitrosyl14-18 NO+, organo-imido19-20 ArN2-, organo-
diazenido21 ArN2

2+, organo-hydrazido22 Ar2N2
2-, and nitrido22,23

N3- ligands; most of these are related to the Lindqvist type anion
[Mo6O19]2- and have been prepared by direct reaction of the
appropriate organic reagent on the{MoO} function.

Although polyoxoanion chemistry is an extremely rich area
of experimental research, high-level calculations on polyoxo-
metalates have remained relatively scarce mainly because of
the intensive computational demands imposed by the large size
of these species. Regardless of this, recently theoretical inves-
tigations of several polyoxometalates have become available.
However, they are essentially related to the [M6O19]n- isopo-
lyanions (M ) Nb, Ta, Mo, W).24-36 On the other hand, in
literature can be found quite enough information related to the
experimental functionalization of POMs with Lindqvist type
structure,14-23 but only few theoretical studies that involve the
functionalization of the [Mo6O19]2- anion with several arylimido

ligands have been recently reported.37,38However, no other types
of functionalized POMs have been theoretically explored yet.

Our interests on these systems are as follows: (a) How does
the functionalization perturb the geometrical parameters of the
Mo6 cage? (b) What is the influence ofπ-donor/acceptor
character of the ligands on the polyoxometalate electronic
structure? (c) What is the influence ofπ-donor/acceptor
character of the ligands on the polyoxometalate on their
vibrational spectra?.

In this article, we report the electronic structure, geometrical
parameters, reactivity indexes, and the calculated vibrational
structure of several [Mo6O19]2- functionalized derivatives
obtained by density functional theory (DFT). Our calculated
values are in good agreement with available reported experi-
mental results. We hope that the results obtained here will
provide helpful guidelines for future synthetic strategies.

II. Computational Details

All density functional calculations reported here were per-
formed with the Amsterdam Density Functional package, ADF
2005.39 All the cluster structures were fully optimized via
analytical energy gradient techniques employing the local
density approximation (LDA)40 and the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) method using Vosko et al.’s local
exchange correlations41 with nonlocal exchange corrections by
Becke42 and nonlocal electronic correlations by Perdew.43 We
used uncontracted type IV basis set using triple-ê accuracy sets
of Slater type orbitals44 (STO) with a single polarization function
added for the main group elements (2p on H and 3d on C).
Frozen core approximation45 was applied to the inner orbitals
of the constituent atoms: the C, N, O core up to 1s and Mo up
to 3d. The functional and basis set choices were based on the
results of tests performed on several [MoO4] and [Mo2O7]
species.46-48

For the geometry optimizations, we constrained the symmetry
as Oh for [Mo6O19]2-, C4V for [Mo6O18(NO)]3-, C2V for
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[Mo6O18(NNAr2)]2-and[Mo6O18(NAr)]2-,andCsfor[Mo6O18(NNAr)]3-.
The choices for these systems were made on the basis of the
structuralparametersobtainedbyX-raydiffractionstudies.16,22,49-52

The vibrational frequency calculations were performed for
each cluster at the optimized geometries by determining the
second derivatives of the total energy with respect to the internal
coordinates as it is implemented in the ADF code.53-55

III. Results and Discussion

Here, we report the structural, vibrational, and electronic
differences induced by different nitrogenous ligands in several
[Mo6O18R]n- Lindqvist type polyoxometalates. A bonna fide
classification suggests that these ligands can be divided into
two groups: first, the ones that have aσ- andπ-donor character
as imido and hydrazido ligands resulting as [Mo6O18(NAr)] 2-

and [Mo6O18(NNAr2)]2-, respectively; second, the ones that
have a σ- donor andπ-acceptor character as nitrosyl and
diazenidoligandsresultingas[Mo6O18(NO)]3-and[Mo6O18(NNAr)]3-,
respectively, as depicted in Scheme 1.

Molecular Structure. The calculated and experimental
selected distances are given in Table 1, and a structural scheme
showing atom labels is presented in Figure 1. All the compounds
are isomorphous considering the structural characteristics of the
[Mo6O18R]n- cage. The calculated parameters are in good
agreement with the experimental data, as indicated in Table 1.
As we expected, as a consequence of the functionalization, the
[Mo6O19]2- cage is distorted by the replacement of the oxo
ligand by a nitrogenous ligand, as indicated by the X-ray

parameters. The MoR-OCC distance between the functionalized
Mo center and the central oxygen atom is significantly shorter
than the [Mo6O19]2- cage, and consequently the MoT-OCC

distances between the Mo center opposite to the functionalized
Mo center and the central oxygen atom are significantly longer
than its analogous [Mo6O19]2- cage. This general effect has a
differentiated influence on the MoR-MoT distance depending
on theπ-type character of the ligand. That is, those withπ-donor
ones do not induce significant changes, but those withπ-ac-
ceptor character produce a shortening in the MoR-MoT distance,
however, the terminal MoC-OTC distances are not significantly
changed.

The MoC-MoC′ and MoC-MoC′′ distances (contiguous and
opposite equatorial Mo’s) are larger than those seen in the
unfunctionalized analogous one, which is owed just to an
arrangement in the [Mo6O18R]n- cage. The symmetry reduction
from Oh to C4V, C2V, and Cs arises when the oxo ligand is
replaced in the [Mo6O19]2- cage, without affecting the lengths
of the Mo-OTC distances significantly, as can be appreciated
from Table 1.

A close relationship between the character of the ligands and
the distortion of the cage can be found through the sum of the
distances Mor-Mot plus Moc-Moc′′. This will show us an
estimation about the cage area. Comparing this value based on
the result of the [Mo6O19]2- with the functionalizated POMs,
we found that the area of theπ-donor ligands increases by about
1.0% and that of theπ-acceptor ligands decreases by about
0.4%. These small changes in the area of the cage are attributed
to the increase or decrease of the charge density in the POM
cage, respectively. The ligandπ-donor character has a major
effect on the length of the MoC-MoC′′, distance; it increases

Figure 1. Structural and atom-labeling scheme for [Mo6O18R]n- anions
(R ) O, NO, NAr, NNAr, NNAr2; n ) 2, 3).

SCHEME 1: Functionalizated Lindqvist Type
Polyoxomolibdates Assorted by Itsπ-Donor/Acceptor
Character

Figure 2. Frontier orbitals spatial representations.
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by 5 pm more than theπ-acceptor ligands. The effect of the
ligandπ-acceptor character influences mainly the length of the
Mor-Mot distance, thus reducing it in about 10 pm. In both
cases, the OCC atom brings the MoR atom closer by about 12 to
18 pm compared against the unsubstituted cage.

Electronic Structure. Some molecular orbital (MO) analyses
for the [M6O19]2- (M ) W, Cr, Mo, Nb, Ta) Lindqvist POMs
have been presented in early publications.56-58 However, here
we discuss the changes produced by the ligand functionalization
over the well-known frontier orbitals 6t2g (lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO)+ 1), 2eu (LUMO), 4t1g (highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)), and 11t1u (HOMO - 1)
in [Mo6O19]2-. The HOMO (t1g) and LUMO (eu) of unsubsti-
tuted [Mo6O19]2- cage are shown in Figure 2. Here, we also
depict their corresponding orbitals arising from the lowering in
symmetry of the functionalized analogous. In the Supporting
Information, we give the percent compositions of the function-
alized frontier orbitals depicted in Figure 2 and an MO diagram
with the orbital correlation and all the isosurface figures for
the frontier orbitals.

The LUMO+ 1 triple degenerated (6t2g) level in [Mo6O19]2-

comprises three orbitals, and each one is constituted by two of
the six metal centers (∼67%) in the same axis and by the eight
neighbor-bridging oxygen atoms (∼32%) related to those metal
centers. This fashion repeats over the three axes, involving the
6 metal centers and the 12 Ob atoms considering the triple
degeneracy. In the functionalized POM cages, it can be seen
that the LUMO+ 1 (6t2g) orbital remains unaltered in all the
cases, except for the 28b2 orbital in the substituted imido POM,
because there is a significant electronic density contribution
along thez-axis introduced by the ligand.

The LUMO is particularly important as it is the acceptor of
the additional electrons in the reduced species. In the [Mo6O19]2-

cage, this corresponds to the 2eu level (Figure 2) and is
characterized by the participation of the molybdenum metal
atoms (∼55%) and the bridging oxygen atoms (∼43%).

A three-dimensional spatial representation of the two degen-
erated orbitals of the 2eu level is given in Figure 2a. One of
these is conformed by four of the six metal centers and eight of
the bridging oxygen atoms, and the other implies the participa-
tion of the 6 metal centers and the 12 bridging oxygens and
can also be described in terms of three planar [Mo4O4] rings
that correspond to the closed loops proposed by Nomiya and
Miwa.59

The π-donor ligands do not affect the composition of the
LUMO orbital by replacing the oxo ligand; this can be noticed
from the spatial representations of the molecular orbitals (Figure
2d, 2e). Theπ-acceptor ligands affect one of the two 2eu MOs,
being 42a′′ in the diazenido POM and 8b2 in the nitrosyl POM,
which shows a decreasing density in the functionalized sector
over the orbital composition and an increasing density in the
terminal sector; this is the opposite sector to the functionalized
one. These can be noticed from the spatial representations of

the corresponding orbital, see Figure 2b, 2c. The triple-
degenerated HOMO (4t1g) is mainly localized in the nonbonding
lone pairs of the OB atoms in the [Mo6O19]2- cage.

The π-acceptor ligands affect those orbitals that transform
as e symmetry in the nitrosyl derivative and those that correlate
with a′′ + a′ symmetry in diazenido. Thus, they show a clear
effect that slides the electronic density from the cage toward
the nitrogenous ligand and its MoR surroundings, leaving the
rest of the cage almost without any electronic density.

Moreover, theπ-donor ligands only affect notoriously those
MOs with b2 symmetry in the hidrazido and imido derivatives,
thus producing the same effect that slides the electronic density
like in the acceptor ones. The other orbital with b1 symmetry
remains almost unaffected like those with a2 symmetry.

The triply degenerated HOMO- 1 (11t1u), in [Mo6O19]2-,
is delocalized over the central (∼44%), bridging (∼41%), and
terminal (∼15%) oxygen atoms.

For the functionalized cages, they have a differentiated effect
depending on theπ-type ligand. In theπ-donor ligands, the
orbitals with b1 and a1 symmetry slightly increase their density
by including the ligand contribution; however, in those with b2

symmetry, almost all the electronic density of the OCC atom is
transferred to the OBT atoms. In theπ-acceptor derivatives, the
74a′ and 26a1 orbitals slightly increase their density by including
the ligand contribution like the b1 and a1 in the π donors. In
the 26e, 75a′, and 40a′′ orbitals, the electronic density of the
OCC atom is transferred mainly to the OB atoms.

Vibrational Properties. The vibrational patterns located at
low-wavenumber region of the IR spectra (ν < 1000 cm-1) are
very useful for the characterization and identification of various
Lindqvist type polyoxometalates.

As expected, the functionalization produces a distortion in
the cage geometry, in addition to the reduction of symmetry,
which modifies the cage vibrational pattern. We provide in Table
2 the magnitude, wavenumbers, and symmetry of the Mo-O-
Mo and Mo-OT stretching modes for each substituted POM.

The vibrational pattern corresponding to the Mo-O-Mo
stretching modes, split into three vibrational peaks corresponding
to theν(Mo-OBR-Mo), ν(Mo-OBC-Mo), andν(Mo-OBT-
Mo) modes, is a consequence of the functionalization. Also,
the Mo-OT stretching mode splits into two vibrational peaks
corresponding to theν(Mo-OTC) andν(Mo-OTT) modes (see
Table 2). Thus, the calculated frequencies are in good agreement
with experimental results.

Charge Analyses and Reactivity Indexes.The variation of
the electronic charge in the cage atoms was studied by three
methods. These are the charge definitions by Mulliken, Hirsh-
feld, and Voronoi (VDD).60 The three methods describe the
same tendency, showing that theπ-acceptor ligands increase
the charge on the MoR atom compared with the unsubstituted
POM and that theπ-donor ligands produce a charge decrease
on the MoR atom. Also, the charge density forπ-donor and
π-acceptor ligands increases the OCC charge.

TABLE 1: Selected Distances (in pm)

[Mo6O19]2- [Mo6O18NAr]2- [Mo6O18NNArAr] 2- [Mo6O18NNAr]3- [Mo6O18NO]3 -

calcd exptla calcd exptlb calcd exptlc calcd exptld calcd exptle

MoR-OCC 235.3 231.9 223.0 224.2 216.2 216.1 218.7 215.0 218.8 227.5
MoT-OCC 235.3 231.9 248.6 233.7 253.9 238.6 244.0 243.2
MoC-OCC 235.3 231.9 239.6 231.8 240.5 231.1 237.2 235.0 237.8 2326
MoT-MoR 470.5 471.7 475.6 470.1 454.7 462.7 462.0 455.1
MoC-MoC′ 470.5 338.9 339.7 331.0 335.4 336.3 331.2
MoC-MoC′′ 332.7 327.4 479.3 480.4 468.2 474.2 475.6 465.2
MoR-OBR 194.2 192.8 199.0 193.0 200.0 195.9 199.7 191.2 200.7 195.2

a Reference 21.b Reference 19.c References 49, 50.d Reference 21.e Reference 15.
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The calculated reactivity indexes (chemical potential, elec-
tronegativity, hardness, and electrophilicity) are shown in Table
3. It can be seen from this table that the most reactive
functionalized POMs are those substituted byπ-acceptor ligands.
It can be deduced that the replacement of the O atom in the
[Mo6O19]2- cage produces a decrease in the hardness, thus
increasing their reactivity. This reactivity effect is greater in
those POMs functionalized byπ-acceptor ligands; see Table 3.

IV. Conclusions

The replacement of terminal oxo ligand in the [Mo6O19]2-

cage by various multiple-bonded nitrogenous ligands has a
marked influence on the cage geometrical parameters. That is,
π-donor ligands expand the cage, and those withπ-acceptor
character produce a cage compression. Also as discussed, the
functionalization produces a distortion in the cage geometry,
thus modifying the cage vibrational pattern corresponding to
the Mo-O-Mo stretching modes, which are split into three

vibrational peaks, and the Mo-OT stretching mode, which is
split into two vibrational peaks, as a consequence of the
functionalization. The calculated frequencies are in good agree-
ment with experimental results.

The calculated reactivity indexes (chemical potential, elec-
tronegativity, hardness, and electrophilicity) indicate that the
most reactive functionalized POMs are those substituted by
π-acceptor ligands. Theseπ-acceptor ligands induce a decrease
in the hardness and an increase in the chemical potential and
electrophilicity, thus increasing the reactivity. This information
is quite useful for planning supramolecular syntheses because
the reactivity can be modulated or tuned by the inclusion of
different types of ligands.
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